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Background: Clinical trials conducted in real world settings can improve the translation of research into practice. Although many experts have outlined strategies to conduct effectiveness research in primary care practices, there are few case studies describing how decisions and trade-offs influence the design and implementation of practical clinical trials.

Methods: This paper outlines the IDEALL (Improving Diabetes Efforts Across Language and Literacy) Project, a study of self-management support strategies for diabetes. We present a case study about translational diabetes research. We explore patient, clinician, and practice recruitment; which interventions to study; and decisions about the level of integration of interventions into practices.

Results: Recruitment strategies needed to take into account Institutional Review Board restrictions not allowing direct patient contact outside of the clinic. Patient diversity was increased by using a population-based database to identify eligible patients; clinic diversity was increased by including neighborhood and hospital-based clinics. An adjunctive model of care to provide interventions was used to avoid burdening clinics with integrating the interventions into clinical practice, but did not address the importance of sustainability in primary care settings.

Conclusion: Practical clinical trials involve complex strategies, decisions, and trade-offs. Researchers engaging in translational research should continue to describe how design decisions may influence the interpretation of results. (J Am Board Fam Med 2006;19:85–92.)

Despite many scientific advances that have increased treatment options for patients with chronic diseases, there are well-recognized barriers to providing optimal primary care. For type 2 diabetes, findings from clinical research are not readily translated into the complex realities of primary care practice. For example, results of clinical trials demonstrating that better blood pressure and glycemic control can prevent complications,1,2 and from studies demonstrating that empowerment-based communication can improve glycemic control,3–6 have not led to widespread improvements in diabetes outcomes at the population level. This gap in quality of care often disproportionately affects those persons who are most vulnerable (often referred to as “priority populations”),7 such as the elderly, racial and ethnic minorities, non-English speakers, immigrants from outside the United States, and those with low income and low levels of education.8 To better understand this problem and identify solutions, more translational research focusing on diabetes care in primary care settings and among priority populations has been recommend.9–13

The goal of traditional clinical research has been to minimize variation in study populations and settings to increase internal validity and demonstrate efficacy, so that the results are valid and unbiased within the population studied. The goal of translational research is to determine whether research findings from homogenous populations and settings are generalizable to more diverse ones such as those encountered in “real world” practices. This
generalizability is also referred to as effectiveness or external validity, and information about effectiveness enables clinicians and policymakers to make decisions regarding the design of services and estimate the public health impact of the interventions being tested. For example, in a translational study, a patient’s limited literacy or English language proficiency might be studied to determine how it influences the uptake (also known as “reach”) and success of efficacious interventions, so that these interventions can be modified or tailored to meet the needs of populations they will be directed to. Similarly, at the community and practice level, barriers such as finite resources and clinicians’ competing time demands are examined to assess how these factors may limit the reach and success of interventions, so that the interventions can be best adapted to the realistic limits of practice.

The idea of practical clinical trials has been promoted as a means to improve translational research. Practical clinical trials focus on applying the principals of: (1) population-based recruitment of diverse patients; (2) testing clinically useful interventions; and (3) collecting data on diverse outcomes relevant to patients, clinicians, health care system administrators, and policymakers. To improve the evaluation of health promotion and clinical interventions, strategies for implementing practical research studies have been outlined by Tunis et al and also by Glasgow et al using the RE-AIM framework. The RE-AIM framework provides a system for integrating and reporting about patient populations (reach and effectiveness of the intervention with regard to the target population), about clinicians/settings (adoption and implementation of the interventions at these levels), and across time (maintenance of the interventions).

This article presents a case study of the IDEALL (Improving Diabetes Efforts Across Language and Literacy) Project, a practical clinical trial whose purpose is to gain an understanding of how to improve diabetes outcomes among primary care patients in a safety net system in San Francisco, CA. The study examines 2 interventions (compared with usual care) to enhance diabetes self-management support among patients with poor glycemic control. Patients from the San Francisco Department of Public Health’s Community Health Network (CHNSF) primary care clinics who may face barriers to high quality diabetes care because of language and literacy barriers represent the target population for this study. In this case study, we will discuss the strategies used to increase the reach and effectiveness potential of the IDEALL Project, as well as the trade-offs encountered when applying the principles of practical clinical trials and the RE-AIM framework. By presenting this case study, we hope to demonstrate that designing and conducting practice-based, translational research often involves a complex set of strategies, decisions, and trade-offs to adapt to the ecology of the practice settings while maximizing internal and external validity.

**IDEALL Project**

The IDEALL Project emanated from a recent strategic initiative to improve the quality of chronic disease care in CHNSF primary care clinics. There are 9 CHNSF clinics—these clinics represent a subset of the University of California San Francisco (UCSF), Department of Family and Community Medicine’s practice-based research network, the Collaborative Research Network. The IDEALL Project is a direct outgrowth of patient’s experiences and practitioners’ attitudes and recommendations previously described in 4 studies examining health literacy, patient-physician communication, and primary care provider attitudes and behavior in the CHNSF. These studies identified that: (1) limited health literacy and limited English proficiency are common barriers but are potentially remediable determinants of the quality of chronic disease care, (2) primary care physicians consistently overestimate their diabetes patients’ literacy levels, (3) the effectiveness of physicians’ office-based communication is variable, and (4) physicians believe that adjunctive, tailored disease management systems would significantly improve diabetes care for their patients with limited health literacy.

At the start of the IDEALL Project, there was no systematic diabetes disease management system in place in the CHNSF, and one of the project’s explicit goals is to inform future plans to develop such a system. The IDEALL Project is designed to assess the reach and effectiveness of 2 diabetes self-management support interventions. One is technologically oriented and the other interpersonally oriented, each tailored to the language and literacy needs of high-risk diabetes patients. Both interventions are compared with usual primary care
and to each other in a 3-arm study design (see Figure 1). Both interventions are delivered in English, Spanish, and Cantonese, the 3 most commonly spoken languages among CHNSF patients. Eligible and consenting patients with diabetes in poor control are randomly assigned to an automated telephone diabetes self-management (ATDM) program or to group medical visits (GMV) or to usual care, and are followed for 1 year after enrollment.

Patients randomized to ATDM receive weekly automated telephone calls in their native language, which include a rotating set of diabetes self-care queries (eg, questions about medication adherence, diet, exercise, smoking, etc); a number of questions regarding psychosocial aspects of diabetes care (eg, current coping, depressive symptoms, etc); and referrals for preventive services (eg, visits to the ophthalmologist, etc). Patients respond to questions via touch-tone commands; those answering out-of-range on an item (based on predetermined thresholds) receive an immediate automated narrative health education message. Patients consistently answering out-of-range receive a call back from a language concordant nurse care manager. Those randomized to GMV are invited to participate in monthly group medical visits in their native language involving 7 to 10 diabetes patients, facilitated by a bilingual primary care physician and a health educator. A clinical pharmacist is also present to review medication changes or regimens. Each intervention is delivered as an adjunct to usual care. Patients randomized to usual care continue to receive standard diabetes care. Primary outcomes of the IDEALL Project include: (1) extent of patient engagement with the IDEALL interventions; (2) changes in diabetes indices—such as diabetes-related self-efficacy and glycemic control; and (3) relative resource use.

IDEALL Implementation Strategies to Increase External Validity

Table 1 presents translational research recommendations that address the areas of recruiting diverse patient populations and comparing clinically relevant interventions in practical clinical trials. The following is a description of the strategies and rationale we used in developing the IDEALL Project and the trade-offs that were made over the course of the Project.

**IDEALL Implementation Strategies to Increase External Validity**

Table 1 presents translational research recommendations that address the areas of recruiting diverse patient populations and comparing clinically relevant interventions in practical clinical trials. The following is a description of the strategies and rationale we used in developing the IDEALL Project and the trade-offs that were made over the course of the Project.

**Translational Research Goal I: Achieving Patient Diversity across Populations and Clinic Settings**

IDEALL Strategy: Minimize Exclusions

Using electronic data from the CHNSF, we developed a diabetes registry of all patients who met the following eligibility criteria: diagnosis of adult, type...
2 diabetes; one or more primary care visit in the previous 12 months; English, Spanish, or Cantonese speaking; did not have limited vision or were hearing-impaired; and no diagnoses of psychotic illness or end-stage renal disease. The registry also included the most recent laboratory value for hemoglobin A1c tests and the patient’s primary care provider and clinic. The database was developed by monthly merges of CHNSF spreadsheets of clinical, appointment, and laboratory data.

The Institutional Review Board (IRB) at UCSF and at CHNSF would not allow the IDEALL Project staff to directly contact eligible patients. Instead, patients could only be enrolled through provider referral or by approaching patients at routinely scheduled clinic visits. Given this constraint, we provided each clinician with a list of their eligible diabetes patients with check-off boxes for the following exclusion criteria: patient is no longer at this clinic/is not my patient, patient does not have diabetes, patient has end-stage renal disease, patient has major psychiatric illness and other, which was left blank for the clinician to complete (eg, patient is too ill to participate). Returned forms without boxes checked indicated clinician consent. Because there were few exclusion criteria, these forms took only a few minutes to complete—all but 2 of the 118 clinicians completed them. The last eligibility criterion related to suboptimal glycemic control; a hemoglobin A1c value of ≥8 in the previous 12 months was derived from registry data alone.

**Trade-offs**

The restrictions imposed on patient recruitment by the Institutional Review Boards presented a serious barrier to extending the reach of the interventions and shaped the study design to be clinic-based rather than population-based more generally, within the CHNSF. The original study design was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommended Strategy</th>
<th>Anticipated Impact on Generalizability</th>
<th>IDEALL Strategy</th>
<th>Challenges and Trade-offs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient sample reflects population diversity</td>
<td>Few clinical exclusion criteria applied and intervention offered in 3 languages</td>
<td>IRB restrictions for direct patient contact led to a change in study design and recruitment strategy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimize exclusions</td>
<td>Results apply to broad range of patients since a broad range was included in the study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion of as many CHNSF clinics as possible using a targeted recruitment of clinics with the largest number of eligible patients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruit patients from diverse clinic settings</td>
<td>Results apply to broad range of patients irrespective of practice level conditions that may affect the delivery or quality of care</td>
<td>Logistics: needing to recruit patients over a short time period and setting up GMV at each clinic limited the number of clinics to 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions are relevant across patient groups and across settings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop interventions that reflect primary care realities</td>
<td>Implementation and adoption likely smoother and higher overall at the patient, clinician, and health care systems level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include patient, clinician, and clinic level input into the nature and design of interventions</td>
<td>Adjunctive care model does not address the importance of having clinics independently integrate patient self-management supports into primary care settings and may not be sustainable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare clinically relevant alternatives</td>
<td>Adjunctive care model chosen to provide extra care to patients without burdening clinics</td>
<td>Randomized design did not allow patients to select interventions, affecting acceptability to patients and clinics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Description of Research Strategies Used to Increase Generalizability in the IDEALL Study
to directly contact patients at home, including those who have poor glycemic control and who infrequently attend primary care clinics. To reach patients who came infrequently to the clinics, we modified our design to have research assistants approach patients at their primary care and specialty appointment visits over an extended enrollment period. However, this strategy only allowed for contact with active clinic patients, and did not allow for inclusion of patients too sick to travel to the clinic or who were only seen in the emergency department or hospitalized over the study period. A few of the exclusion criteria of the IDEALL study also restricted the diversity of the patient sample. For example, patients who faced transportation barriers because of illness or care-taking responsibilities, or who frequently traveled between San Francisco and their country of origin were not eligible to be enrolled in the study—possibly representing some of the more vulnerable patients cared for in the CHNSF.

Despite the obstacle presented by the Institutional Review Boards, the merging of CHNSF electronic medical information into the IDEALL database enabled us to define our study population and pursue a population-based recruitment strategy among CHNSF patients that were active in terms of clinic attendance. The languages in the study are the 3 most commonly spoken by diabetes patients receiving care in the CHNSF, enabling the IDEALL Project to reach many patients in this ethnically and linguistically diverse safety net system. Although the availability of the intervention in non-English languages is a strength of the study design, there are other languages, such as Tagalog and Vietnamese, that are spoken by CHNSF diabetes patients, many of whom face communication barriers in the health care setting.

Overall, 584 patients were approached, 339 enrolled (58%), 109 were ineligible at the time of enrollment (for reasons such as no telephone, frequent travel out of the area, limited ability to speak a study language, limited vision/hearing-impaired), and 78 refused (primarily for reasons related to not wanting to leave the house if randomized to the group medical visit arm, including difficulty with transportation, serious illness, or having care-taking responsibilities). Many of these patients stated that they would probably have enrolled if they could have selected the ATDM arm. An additional 58 patients were eligible but had not been enrolled by the end of the study.

**IDEALL Strategy: Recruit Patients from Diverse Settings**

Because we were not able to contact patients directly, we chose a clinic-based recruitment strategy that could be used in diverse clinic settings to reach large numbers of eligible patients. Clinics were chosen using a targeted selection strategy of reviewing clinic profiles of potentially eligible patients and ranking the clinics according to the proportion of patients with matching eligibility criteria. The top 2 sites, based at San Francisco General Hospital, agreed to participate. However, we were hesitant to conduct the study only at hospital-based clinics located in one geographic area of the city because we believed that community clinics reflected both different patient populations and different levels of access to specialty services. The next 4 highly ranked clinics were located in neighborhoods throughout town, but 2 clinics had diabetes group visits underway or were planning them and opted out. The other 2 sites participated. Because large numbers of Cantonese-speaking patients with diabetes were seen at one of these clinics (located in the Chinatown neighborhood), enrollment of Cantonese speakers was concentrated at this clinic to simplify the clinic-based recruitment process.

**Trade-offs**

We were able to recruit patients from diverse clinics within the CHNSF but did not extend the reach of the interventions beyond the 4 participating clinics or beyond this clinic system. Two of the participating clinics were neighborhood health centers that had not participated in previous studies and their inclusion greatly extended the reach of the interventions to these community settings. Estimating the study at these sites, however, provided logistic challenges regarding scheduling and registration for the group medical visits that consumed considerable staff resources.

**Translational Research Goal II: Selecting Interventions That Are Clinically Relevant across Settings**

**IDEALL Strategy: Develop Interventions That Reflect Primary Care Realities**

There was a clear demand for extra care for patients managing chronic illnesses within the CHNSF and the IDEALL interventions were developed with
extensive patient and clinician input. However, we did not believe that the clinics would be able to independently initiate and sustain these interventions because of the planning, training recruitment, and ongoing project management required. To avoid burdening the clinics, the IDEALL study provided the interventions as adjunctive services to those available through the clinic.

**Trade-offs**

Using an adjunctive model allowed us to standardize the interventions across sites and to introduce them to practices without forcing their adoption. We believed that if the interventions were successfully received by patients and providers, there would be a gradual shift in favor of integrating these interventions into clinical care across CHNSF clinics, which would enable subsequent evaluation. As much as possible, we engaged clinic staff to participate in the self-management support program, although the primary responsibility for implementation resided with IDEALL staff.

The drawbacks of an adjunctive model are important and represent the largest trade-off in implementation of the IDEALL Project. Once support for the study ends, the interventions may disappear from the minds of the clinic staff and of patients, potentially jeopardizing adoption, implementation, and maintenance efforts with respect to self-management support. In addition, with an adjunctive model of care, patients and clinicians may not be convinced that the services offered with the IDEALL Project could be provided in the “regular” context of their care, and they may not have engaged with them to the extent they would if they were offered from within the clinic itself.

**IDEALL Strategy: Compare Clinically Relevant Alternatives**

The 2 study interventions reflect different models of self-management support, each with different strengths and weaknesses. The ATDM is more technologically oriented and does not require patients to attend extra visits. The GMV focuses on participatory learning, interpersonal support, and the reinforcement of skill development with peers. Both are clinically relevant for the following reasons: (1) prior evidence of efficacy from controlled trials in other settings; (2) their potential to overcome literacy and language barriers and promote self-management in vulnerable populations; (3) preliminary evidence in other settings suggesting significant patient engagement (“reach”); (4) their focus on changes at the organization/practice and patient levels (as opposed to changes in physician behavior); (5) their emphasis on expanding the traditional patient–physician dyadic model to a multidisciplinary, team-based model; (6) the relatively low cost; and (7) our opinion, informed by inquiries conducted in the CHNSF and other safety net systems that such interventions might be welcomed by clinicians and administrators.

**Trade-offs**

Several research designs were considered for the IDEALL Project. A 3-arm randomized clinical trial, with randomization at the patient level, was selected for several reasons. We believed that alternative designs, such as a crossover design allowing patients in different arms of the study to later crossover to the alternative study arm would be risky, both in terms of patient retention (patients would need to stay in the study twice as long) and in terms of determining which interventions to attribute observed effects. A crossover design would not allow for a control group, which we believed essential to determining whether either intervention would provide benefit.

The randomized design was not popular with some patients from several of the clinics we approached. We observed some refusals because of the randomized nature of the study; several patients expressed interest in participation, but only if they could select which study arm. This suggests that acceptance rates in a nonrandomized study context may even be higher. Similarly, some clinics approached were unwilling or unable to participate in the randomized controlled trial, limiting the reach of the study. We also selected to randomize patients, rather than having clinicians randomized to one of the 3 groups. Because one of the objectives of the IDEALL Project was to expose participating clinicians to both interventions, randomization of patients within clinician allowed us to maximize the interventions’ reach with the clinical provider population in the CHNSF.

**Conclusions**

In this case study, we describe how designing and conducting practical clinical trials often involves a complex set of strategies, decisions, and trade-offs.
aimed at adapting to the ecology of the practice settings while maximizing internal and external validity. Researchers engaging in translational research should recognize the importance of and complexity inherent to achieving such a balance and describe how their decisions with regard to design may influence the interpretation of results. We believe the decisions and trade-offs made in the IDEALL Project situate it in an intermediate zone between pure efficacy research and evaluation of a real world, fully integrated set of interventions. It can be viewed as in-between a stage III (examining efficacy) and stage IV (examining effectiveness) clinical trial as described by Dzewaltowski, Glasgow et al. We suspect that many practice-based translational research projects are similarly situated.

We encountered several challenges in implementing the study and believe trade-offs such as those described are unavoidable. First, it is likely that Institutional Review Boards will continue to focus on patient privacy protections. Population-based recruitment strategies may need to redefine eligible patients as those who are clinically active and accessible for recruitment, whether from direct provider referrals, provider-initiated invitations or through an appointment-based strategy, as with IDEALL. Second, choosing between fully integrated or adjunctive models for delivering intensive interventions, such as those suitable for self-management support as described here for diabetes, will require careful evaluation of the setting and clinician attitudes toward the interventions. In the IDEALL experience, despite previous research within the CHNSF that supported the development of the IDEALL study interventions, it was determined that a fully integrated delivery model might be premature, might place too great a burden to the clinics and could introduce too much variation in intervention content. Finally, decisions regarding critical details of study design, such as randomization at patient versus clinician versus clinic need to be made in the context of patient, clinician, and clinic preferences. We were fortunate that sufficient clinical sites and patients were identified as willing to accept randomization, and our design did try to minimize the likelihood that an individual would be randomized to usual care by having 2 intervention arms. As such programs become more widely disseminated, there is an urgent need to develop alternative study designs to increase acceptability.

As the IDEALL Project is nearing an end, there is evidence of the potential advantage of using such an intermediate stage design. The CHNSF clinical and executive leadership is planning an expansion and diffusion of IDEALL adjunctive models for diabetes and other chronic illnesses. To fully actualize this potential and inform the next phase of implementation, the extensive data we have collected need to be analyzed with respect to patient outcomes and relative resource use at the clinic and system level. Assuming some benefit is demonstrated, we then face the welcome challenge of integrating these models into routine clinical care in the near future, as part of a health system-wide commitment to improving self-management support.
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